
Results

Here we demonstrate that spectral NMR data can detect a the metabolic 
fingerprint of estrogen receptor positive BC from spectral data alone using RF 
models. we replicated the original diagnostic model and ours performed better 
than the original MTBLS424 study and we cross-fold validated unlike the 
original. This finding is important because early diagnosis of BC leads to a 
decrease in mortality.11 We created new additional models that indicate the 
feasibility of diagnosis and prognosis of estrogen receptor positive BC.

Our diagnostic model performed better than the original. We created a model 
with an AUC of 0.92 (SD: 0.06) versus the original with and AUC of 0.747. The 
original authors did not use cross fold validation which is why they did not 
provide a standard deviation of the AUC that describes variability of 
performance bases on coincidental sampling bias. There are a few possibilities 
why our model had the higher AUC. 1) We automated the NMR data pre-
processing (data clean up) versus manual graphical user interface (GUI) that is 
dependent on user subjectivity.4,5 2) The authors results were due to random 
sampling bias. Nonetheless this model is useful clinically to diagnose patients 
which is important to avoid under and over treatment of BC.12

We were surprised that the models that were trained to predict histology grades 
(Figures 3b, 3c, 3d) performed no better than random chance. Clinically, a 
histologist grades the BC tumor biopsy and this information leads to the early or 
metastatic diagnosis.13 Given that we made a high fidelity diagnostic classifier it 
was expected that we could predict histology grading. It is possible that the 
metabolic changes in the blood serum are not sensitive to the cellular changes 
that occur locally in the breast.

Another of our models predicted whether a patient would relapse in 0-3 years or 
6 – 9 years which also clinically important in regards to tumor growth monitoring 
and treatment plan for patients.12, 14 Although the mean AUC (0.69)  is higher 
than the AUC corresponding to random chance, it is about 1 standard deviation 
away from performing similarly to chance. Nonetheless, this model indicates it is 
feasible to predict time to relapse.

A limitation of the random forest models was that the early (n= 590) and 
metastatic diagnosis (n = 109) were not balanced. Although the diagnosis class 
imbalance did not negatively impact the diagnosis (Figure 3a), it may negatively 
affected the performance the histological grading classifiers, (Figures 3b, 3c, 
and 3d). A future direction would involve using neural network modeling which 
takes advantage of feature interactions and NMR spectroscopy data is by 
nature a result of chemical signals interacting with one another. Also we need to 
identify specific chemicals in the spectra.

Discussion

Purpose and Introduction to NMR Analysis
Purpose: This automated analysis removes user subjectivity and increases 
reproducibility for untargeted NMR analysis which will bring more rigor to the novel 
biomarkers detected that are related to harmful exposures and disease 
phenotypes.

The automated untargeted NMR analysis described here involves associating the 
raw signals from the unseparated compounds in the sample to a phenotype.1 For 
untargeted NMR, the raw signals of compounds are detected but only the signals 
that have the highest statistical significance are identified and quantified.1 Not using 
metabolite extraction during sample processing is helpful when no prior information 
about metabolites are known or if metabolite(s) have yet to be established to be 
associated with a phenotype.2 The benefit of an untargeted approach is speed, 
lower effort, and fewer resources in comparison to the targeted approach.3

The identification process of compounds from NMR spectral data are typically 
determined manually, time consuming, and quantification results vary.4,5 When 
NMR spectral data of complex mixtures are analyzed, the success of deconvoluting 
the signals from multiple compounds to yield quantitative data depends both on 
software and the skills of the user.4,5 Automatic peak-fitting (compound assignment) 
of small molecules in complex mixtures promises potent results and decreasing 
time consuming demands.6

RFs are used to classify between metabolic phenotypes.7–8 In addition to using 
quantitative metabolite data profiled from the NMR spectra, one can use binned 
unprofiled spectra as variables for random forest modeling to “fingerprint” the 
metabolic phenotype.1,4

In the US, 230,480 women are diagnosed and 39,520 die from breast cancer 
(BC) annually.  Estrogen receptor positive BC accounts for 70% of the diagnoses. 
The detection of estrogen receptor positive BC from blood serum in a biologically 
and chemically informative fashion is challenging. Nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) spectroscopy allows one to detect signals from compounds found in blood 
serum yielding a metabolic snapshot. For this study we utilized data on estrogen 
receptor positive breast cancer from the public Metabolights repository 
(MTBLS424). Here we applied a unique computational pipeline to determine if 
spectral perturbations in the NMR data due to BC can be detected by a random 
forest (RF) model. Further, this pipeline automates the typically time-consuming 
and user subjective raw NMR preprocessing/QC and compound detection phase. 
Here we demonstrate the utility of our semi-automated pipeline and describe 
previously unreported results from the BC NMR data set that was yielded from 
this pipeline. The NMR spectral data were used as training features for the RF 
models with cross fold validation (k=10) for three outcomes: BC diagnosis, 
histological tumor grading, and year-to-relapse. We created an RF diagnosis 
classifier (AUC: 0.92) that outperformed the preciously published RF model 
(AUC: 0.747). The histological grading RF classifier did not reliably perform better 
than random chance, and this negative finding is surprising because grading 
class is medically necessary to determine the diagnostic class. Here we 
demonstrated that we can reliably classify diagnostic status with an RF model 
however, we are unable to classify the histological information with RF models 
that physicians currently use to designate breast cancer status. The year-to-
relapse model we created was also novel but does not consistently perform 
better than random chance. This study lays a computational ground work for 
NMR blood serum-based cancer diagnostics can be clinically useful for clinical 
decision making.
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Preprocessing (via R package PepsNMR9) 
a) Blood serum NMR data from Metabolights 10 early BC (n = 590) and late 

BC (n = 109).
b) PCA plotting (each sample has 467 bins/ features)

RF modeling and performance metrics (via Python package SciKit-
Learn) 
c) Model 1: trained and cross validated (k = 10) on all spectral bins
d) Model 2: trained and cross validated (k = 10) on all detected compounds
e) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and area under curve 

(AUC)

Methodology

Fig 3. The ROC curve is characterized 
by the False Positive Rate and True 
Positive Rate on the x and y-axis 
respectively. The blue curve represents 
the mean ROC curve resulting form 
cross validation (k = 10). The red 
dashed line represents random chance 
with an AUC of 0.50.

Fig 3a. Early vs., Metastatic 
Classification. The RF model performed 
better than random chance and had an 
AUC of 0.92 (SD: 0.06).

Fig. 3b. Histological Grade 1 vs 2 
Classification. The model ROC curve 
lined up closely to the random chance 
red line indicating poor performance. 
The RF model had an AUC of 0.48 (SD: 
0.10) which suggests that the model 
cannot classify between grades 1 and 2. 

Fig. 3c. Histological Grade 1 vs 3. The 
RF model had an AUC of 0.65 (SD: 
0.17). The RF model performed better 
than random chance, however, the 
model is 1 standard deviation away from 
performing similar to random chance.

Fig. 3d. Histological Grade 2 vs 3. The 
RF model had an AUC of 0.49 (SD: 
0.14). The RF model performed better 
than random chance, however, the 
model is 1 standard deviation away 
from performing similar to random 
chance.

Fig. 3e. Time to Relapse (Years). The 
RF model had an AUC of 0.69 (SD: 
0.25). The model was trained with two 
groups, patients that relapsed in 0 – 3 
years and 6 – 9 years. The RF model 
performed better than random chance, 
however, the model is 1 standard 
deviation away from performing similar 
to random chance.

Fig. 1. Early vs Metastatic PCA 
Plot. The x-axis and y-axis 
represent the explained variance of 
PC1 and PCS, respectively. The 
Early (red) and Metastatic (blue) 
diagnostic groups have distinct 
clustering but with overlap.  

Early vs Metastatic PCA Plot

Fig. 2. Histologic Labels PCA Plot. 
The x-axis and y-axis represent the 
explained variance of PC1 and 
PCS, respectively. The groups 
represent the histological gradings 
of the all of the BC samples. The 
gradings (1 (red), 2 (green), and 3 
(blue)) cluster together. Some BC 
samples were no histologically 
graded which was represented by 
NA (grey).

Histologic Labels PCA Plot

Random Forest Model Classification Performance for Diagnosis, 
Histological Grading, and Year-to-Relapse Prediction
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